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Servo Motor Gear Replacement Manual 
 
 

Japan Remote Control Co., Ltd. 
Vstone Co., Ltd. 

 
This manual explains how to replace the gears inside the servo motors of Robovie-X and 
RB2000 robots when a gear has become broken. 
 
By replacing broken gears, the servo motors can be returned to working condition.  
 
In this manual, the VS-S092J servo motors used in the Robovie-X are used as the model. 
Note that the gear replacement methods may be different for other servo motors. Servo 
motors that can have their gears replaced using basically the same method described in 
this manual are listed below. 
 
DSR581 
DSR5801 
RBS581 
RBS5801 
RBS582 
VS-S090J 
VS-S091J 
VS-S092J 
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(1) Remove the servo motor that has the broken gear from the Robovie-X. 

 
 
(2) Remove the four screws at the four corners of the bottom case. Use a No.1 

screwdriver to remove the screws. 
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(3) Open the upper case. Four gears are contained inside the servo motor. Take care 
when opening the case, since the final gear may be caught in the upper case and 
removed together with it. 

 
 
From left to right, the final gear, semi-final gear, second gear, and first gear are shown. 

 

Final Gear  
(Output Axis) 

First Gear 
 (B Gear) 

Second Gear 
 (C Gear) 

Semi-Final Gear  
(D Gear) 

Final Gear  
(Output Axis) 

Second Gear 
(C Gear) 

Semi-Final Gear  
(D Gear) 

First Gear  
(B Gear) 
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(4) Remove the final gear and the semi-final gear. 

 
 
(5) Remove the second gear. 
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(6) Detach the middle axis and then remove the first gear. 

 
(7) Check the upper case and middle case, and remove any fragments of broken gears. 

Check the broken gears and confirm the number of missing teeth to be certain that 
you have removed all of the fragments. 
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(8) Prepare needle nose pliers as shown below that have no serrations on the inside and 
which narrow smoothly towards the tip. (These should be purchased from a home 
improvement center or similar store.) 

 

 
 
(9) Grip to the inside of the bearing as shown in the photograph. 

Approximately 6mm

There should be no 
serrations on the inside.

Approximately 2mm
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(10) Using a hammer, tap the gear that is gripped in the needle nose pliers with an  
image of knocking it down towards the center of the pliers. At this time, as the final gear 
moves down inside the pliers, the bearing will be pushed off from the final gear. 
*When tapping the final gear with the hammer, take care not to damage the bearing. If the 

bearing is damaged, the servo motor may be unable to realize its full performance. 

 
Move the bearing to the position shown in the photograph below. 

Tap this part with 
the hammer. 

The bearing will be 
pushed off from the final 
gear. 

Move the bearing to this position. 
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Rest the axis on the table and press down on the pliers so that the bearing is pushed off 
the final gear axis. 

 
 

 

Press down against the table.

Press down on the pliers to 
push the bearing down and 
off the final gear axis. 

When the bearing is removed it will appear as below. 
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(11) Prepare the new gears (or new upper case). These can be purchased at stores that 
handle this company’s products or on the Vstone online shop at the following 
address.  
http://www.vstone.co.jp/robotshop/ 

 

 
 
 
Note: In the situation where one of the four gears has broken, because the 

gear that engages with this broken gear will also be damaged, be certain 
to replace both the broken gear and the engaging gear as a pair. For 
example, if the final gear has broken, it will be necessary to replace both 
the final gear and the semi-final gear that it engages with. 

 
Further, since the gears are consumable parts, even gears that do not 
appear to be damaged will have undergone wear and tear, and may have 
problems such as worn gear teeth. For this reason, this company 
recommends replacing all four gears when gears have been damaged. 
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(12) Set the bearing on the new final gear as shown in the photograph. 

 
 
(13) Utilizing the upper case, press the bearing on to the final gear. 

 

Press Down
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(14) Check whether the bearing has been inserted up to the part shown below. 
 

 
 

 
 

Approximately 4.3mm

Press the bearing 
in until it reaches 
the grooved part. 
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(15) Set the first gear and the axis. 

 
 
(16) Apply grease to the large gearwheel of the first gear. 

For the grease, use Tamiya Ceramic Grease. This can be purchased at stores that 
handle this company’s products or on the Vstone online shop at the following 
address.  
http://www.vstone.co.jp/robotshop/ 
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(17) Set the second gear. 
Apply grease to the small gearwheel of the first gear. 

 
 
(18) Match the potentiometer of the servo motor to neutral (the origin). 

 
 

Match the direction of the 
potentiometer with the yellow 
colored direction (origin). 
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(19) Holding the final gear and the semi-final gear in the engaged condition, insert the 
final gear on the potentiometer and the semi-final gear on the axis that supports the 
first gear. At this time, confirm that the second gear is meshed with the semi-final 
gear. 

 

 

 

Confirm that the second gear and 
the semi-final gear are engaged. 

The gears should be 
inserted when the trim 
mark is set in the 
direction pointing to the 
top of the servo motor. 
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(20) Apply grease in the locations shown in the photograph. 

 
 
(21) Apply grease on the opposite side of the servo motor in a similar manner. 
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(22) Close the upper case. *At this time, confirm that the gears are correctly set and that the 

pins are also firmly inserted. 

 
(23) Replace and tighten the four screws located at the four corners of the bottom case to 

fix the upper case.  
*Take care not to over-tighten the screws, since this may damage the bottom case. 
*Do not use a powered screwdriver, since there is a danger it may damage the case. 
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